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T E C H N O L O G IE S

Z. Kacarevic-Popovic
VINCA Institute o f Nuclear Sciences
Laboratory for Radiation Chemistry and Physics -  GAMMA
Belgrade, Serbia

A bstract: Laboratory for Radiation chemistry and Physics, Gamma, Vinca Institute of Nuclear 
Sciences, has 15 employed researchers with Ph.D. and 15 graduate students working on ongoing 
projects in experimental research in nanoscale science and modification of materials by irradiation. 
This Laboratory has excellence and long lasting tradition in scientific activities. Based on the 
outstanding results in radiation chemistry in the Laboratory for Radiation Chemistry and Physics 
exists radiation unit for industrial sterilization of medical devices. In years 2003 and 2004 Serbian 
Ministry of Science invested 500,000 € for equipment for developing nanosciences in Laboratory. 
Laboratory is well equipped for synthesis and characterization of nanoscale materials.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent research efforts have been devoted to the preparation o f noble metal 
nanoparticles because o f their unique properties. A  large number of synthetic procedures have 
been employed in order ti synthesize Ag and Au nanoparticles and /or nanocomposites. It has 
been shown that the morphology, particle size distribution, stability and properties o f Ag or 
Au nanoparticles are strongly dependent on the method o f preparation and specific 
experimental conditions. The radiolytic method is suitable for generating metal particles in 
solution. The radiolytically generated species, solvated electrons and secondary radicals 
exhibit strong reduction potentials, and consequently metal ions are reduced at each 
encounter. The control o f particle size is commonly achieved by the use o f capping agents 
such as polymers, which are present in solution during the formation o f metal clusters. 
Polymer molecules interact with the growing metal particles, inhibiting the aggregation 
process. In addition, casting o f film becomes easier and the particle size can be well 
controlled within the desired regime. Our current research activities are related to radiolytic 
synthesis o f polymer based nanocomposites w ith noble metal nanoparticles. We have 
developed radiolytic methodologies for synthesizing o f noble metal nanoparticles (Ag and 
Au) polymer nanocomposites. Ag-PVA nanocomposites were prepared by reduction o f Ag+ 
ions in aqueous PVA solution by steady state gamma irradiation, followed by solvent 
evaporation.

Au nanoparticles were synthesized in PVA solution and PVA hydrogel matrix by steady state 
gamma irradiation. Obtained results o f characterization indicated that it was possible to tune 
the optical properties o f nanoparticles in nanocomposite system by changing the polymer 
matrix architecture, dielectric properties o f surrounding medium and the pH value o f initial 
solution.
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Fig. 1: Absorption spectra of primary colloids, corresponding uncrosslinked nanocomposites and secondary
colloids: Ag/PVA.
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Fig. 2 : TEM micrographs and particle size distributions of Ag-nanospheres.
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Fig. 3: XRD pattern of Ag/PVA nanocomposite.
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Fig. 4: IR spectra of crosslinked PVA (A) and Ag (0.5 wt%) PVA nanocomposite (B).

Although gamma irradiation has been proven to be a powerful tool for synthesis and 
modification o f materials, not many studies have been reported concerning the radiolytic 
formation o f metal nanoparticles in hydrogel matrix (template synthesis). We are 
systematically developing synthetic strategies for incorporation o f nano Ag and nano Au in 
hydrogel networks by gamma irradiation for antibacterial purposes, using liquid filled cavities 
in hydrogels as nanoreactors.
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The chosen hydrogels, being previously synthesized or crosslinked by gamma irradiation, are 
suitable for various applications in reconstructive chirurgy, including wound dressing, tissue 
expanders etc. Nano Ag is successfully incorporated in hydrogel matrix such as PVA, and 
poly(bBIS-co-HEM A-co-IA) copolymer hydrogel. It was shown that PVA^ radicals have

sufficient reducing ability to produce Ag-nanoparticles in swollen polymer matrix Further 
work on antibacterial properties o f these materials is in progress. In addition, developing of 
thermal responsive and pH responsive hydrogel matrix is in progress.

radiolysis o f water 

H2O ^  ea ~, OH", H , H , H2O2, H 2 

(CH3)2CHOH + OH' (CH3) 2C'OH  + H2O

(CH3)2CHOH + H ' (CH3) 2C'OH  + H 2

formation o f polymer radicals 

PVA (H) + OH' PVA' + H 2O

crosslinking o f polymer 

2 PVA' PVA —  PVA

reduction o f silver ions 

n Ag+ + n eaq-/ (CH3) 2C 'O H / PV A ' ^  (Ag)n

Hydrogels are polymer networks that are able to swell in aqueous solutions with a multiple 
uptake o f solvent relative to their own volume or mass.

Hydrogels are being considered as most promising biomaterials in form o f contact lens, burn 
dressing, artificial corneas, soft tissue substances etc. Hydrogels are applied from tissue 
expanders to coatings for penile and testicular implants, urology devices and materials as well 
as for wound dressing. Even in diabetic foot wound therapy, in some cases, a tissue expander 
can be used for resolving the open wound. Hydrgels can be used as balk materials, coatings or 
can be grown and dispersed in water as colloidal particles with a cross linked polymer 
framework.

On the other hand nearly synchronous with the advent o f the prostetic medical devices, 
strategies were developed to attempt to minimize the risk o f infections. In recent years 
nanoscale antibacterial materials as novel antimicrobial species have been seen as promising 
candidates for application owing to their high surface to volume ratio and their novel physical 
and chemical properties on the nanoscale level. Many kinds o f nanometer -sized  antibacterial 
materials such as TiO2, ZnO, MgO, chitosan, calamine, copper and silver have been reported 
on in this area. Among them nanocrystalline silver has been proved to be most effective 
antimicrobial agent since silver and its compounds have powerful antimicrobial capability and 
broad inhibitory biocidal spectra for microbes, including bacteria, viruses and eukaryotic
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microorganism. Enhanced antibacterial properties o f nanocrystalline silver have been 
demonstrated both in vitro and in vivo. In addition metal nanoparticles such as silver provide 
interesting research area because they have a close lying conduction and valence bands in 
which electrons move freely.

Fig. 5 : Crosslinked nanocomposite (xerogel).

Fig. 6 : AFM of Au (0.5 wt%)/PVA xerogel nanocomposite.
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Fig. 7: XRD pattern of Ag/PVA crosslinked nanocomposite.

Fig. 8: Absorption spectra of Ag-nanoparticle (0.5 wt%) in PVA hydrogen, obtained by three different radiation
routes.

Due to their ability to absorb and scatter the light and biocompatible nature they are therefore 
well suited for nanoparticles optical and biological application. Moreover, in 2005 
investigators first reported that Ag nanoparticles prevent HIV-1 infection. Findings suggest
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that the particles interacted with the viral particles in a size-dependent manner, and behaved 
as lectins-proteins that interact predominantly w ith glycosylated loci-probably due to the 
preferential binding o f the nanoparticles to the cysteine-rich moieties o f the gp120 
glycoprotein present in the viral envelope. The interaction o f Ag nanoparticles and gp120 
prevented viral fusion w ith cells, therefore preventing infection.

The synthetic procedure is amenable to fine tune the properties o f hybrid nanomaterials. 
Recent research efforts are heading for exploiting the in situ  synthesis o f noble metal 
nanoparticles within the polymeric network architectures and the synthesized products using 
these approaches are leading to news hybrid-composite systems in chemistry and engeneering 
sciences. Three-dimensional hydrogels (either in balk or in the form o f colloidal 
nanoparticles) are appropriate templates for producing noble metal nanoparticles over 
conventional non-aqueous and polymeric systems for biomedical applications in view o f their 
exceptional compatibility with biological molecules, cells and tissues. In this way the carrier 
system acts as nanoreactors that immobilize nanoparticles and provide an easy handling. In 
the literature there are only few reports regarding these novel approach to synthesizing of 
nanoparticles using hydrogel networks as nanoreactors.

Although gamma irradiation has proven to be a powerful tool for synthesis and modification 
o f materials, not so many studies have been reported concerning the radiolytic formation of 
metal nanoparticles in hydrogel matrix.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Polyvinil pyrrolidone (PVP) as well as polyvynil alcohol (PVA) has been used 
successfully in many biomedical applications as a basic material for the manufacturing of 
hydrogel wound dressing and will be used in the activities in this proposed project.

Research activities in proposed project in addition will focus on development o f temperature 
and pH stimuli hydrogel matrix based on PNIPAAm and PHEM A respectively. PHEMA 
hydrogel is inert to the normal biological processes, shows resistance to degradation, is 
permeable to metabolites and is not absorbed by the body. Itaconic acid (IA) provides 
polymer chains with carboxylic acid groups, which are highly hydrophilic and are able to 
form hydrogen bonds with corresponding groups. In general inclusion o f carboxyl moieties 
produce ionic hydrogels which subsequently dissociate on hydration, causes an increased 
osmotic potential and thus augments swelling compared to nonionic gels.

Ag nanoparticles will be synthesized in previously obtained PVA, PVP, NIPAAM  and 
PHEM A hydrogel matrix by gamma irradiation. The combination o f nanoparticles with smart 
polymeric architectures will be the route of the design o f novel materials.

To preapare nanocrystalline Ag the gamma irradiation will be used. Advantages o f radiolytic 
method are numerous, reactions occur under the standard conditions, no formation o f by
products, no need for any catalyst, enable crosslinking o f polymers, suitably for reduction of 
metal ions

Characterization o f obtained hybrid nanosystems will be performed by UV-Vis spectroscopy 
measuring characteristic Plasmon absorption. M ycroscopy, TEM, SEM, UV-Vis, ICP-Ms, 
Swelling experiment.. The swelling will be performed in SBF solution.
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3. OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT

Developing o f radiolytic procedure for synthesizing o f hydrogel based nanosystems 
using steady state gamma irradiation for in situ synthesizing o f Ag nanoparticles in previously 
radyiolitically synthesized hydrogels. These systems should be suitable for control releasing 
rate o f Ag cations for antibacterial purposes.

4. W ORK PLAN

First year: Synthesis o f polymer and copolymer hydrogels o f PVA, PVP, NIPAAm, 
PHEM A and IA by gamma irradiation. The copolymerization and crosslinking o f polymers 
will be performed by means o f radiation chemistry method. Although the polymerization 
could be carried by conventional means, ionizing irradiation has been preferred and 
recognized as a suitable tool for the synthesis o f biocompatible polymers.

Synthesis o f Ag nanoparticles in the previousely obtained hydrogels. Characterization of 
obtained nanocomposites by swelling measurements in SBF, spectroscopy and microscopy. 
Study o f the release rate o f the Ag ions by plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS)

Second year: Investigation o f antibacterial properties o f radyolyticaly synthesized Ag- 
hydrogel nanocomposites

Third year: Synthesis o f Au nanoparticles in previously obtained Ag-hydrogel
nanocomposites by gamma irradiation. Investigation o f antibacterial properties o f synthesized 
AuAg-hydrogel nanocomposites
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